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By Olive K. Dixon

State House Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.Life of
Billy Dixon is a compelling narrative of the wild, free life on the
Great Plains frontier. Ride with Billy Dixon to a high point on
the plains and look out over a nearly solid mass of buffalo that
stretches in every direction as far as the eye can see. Stand
with Billy Dixon at Adobe Walls, in the unsettled Texas
Panhandle, as hundreds of Comanche, Kiowa, and Cheyenne
warriors on horseback charge out of the pre-dawn darkness
toward a few dozen buffalo hunters. Crouch down in
desperation with Billy Dixon at the Buffalo Wallow Fight as he
and a few wounded and dying men lie in a shallow depression
on the plains surrounded by howling Indians. In the Life of Billy
Dixon the Great Plains frontier is seen through the knowing
eyes of a participant who lived that frontier experience and
who fortunately left an accurate and engaging record for
those who followed. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schm eler-- Doyle Schm eler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin
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